
The Role of Psychology in
Indian Aesthetics

Consciousness (SanHlit, Manas, Prajna) is the essence of everything, but
it is a pervading quality of psychical phenomena, according to Psychology.
To distinguish Philosophy from Psychology, I would quote lines from
Milindapaiiha (II .15) Kim lakkhano bhante mana$i haro kim lakl,hana
panna.'ti uhana lc1kkha~o Icho mahar~ja, mantlsi karo, ch:!da'll~ lakkha~(i
panna'ti - II. 22, ye keci kusala dhamma sabbe rc samadhipamlllchCi),
where the author distinguishes mind (manasikara) from consciousness
(Panna or Prajna). Mind, according to him, is an instrument of reasoning
or questioning while consciousness is attained through meditation (samadili-
pamukhct). What is discussed as mind is the field of Psychology while the
consciousness (Intuitive intellect - prajiia) comes under the realm of
Philosophy. Very specifically and clearly it is stated in Lankamrara'-5utra, that
the mind is studied by Psychology or manovijnana:- citt(uil !lWl:a.~ ca \'ijiian({m
lak sanartham pmlcalp)'ate (II. 104). Consciousness which is denoted by th~
word [Jrajna in the Buddhist Literature, is certainly more primitive than
mind, but both of them have a common ancestor. It is necessary here to
trace what is meant by consciousness in the whole range of Indian
philosophical systems and what words stand for consciousness in a
psychological sense.

The wurd !:rl1lH, in the Vedic-period, from the reot io- means that
which fulfils ones function at the human level. The <tl1SC of willing and
desiring are represented by the word haw and one who attains that haw
is daba 1. In the aesthetic sense the power of will, and desire, (hat« I

attained in the work of art turns the doer of that into a daks({ or an artist
of any art-form. The term kraiu, later on changed into manes and
prajn(i with the general sense of desiring, willing and remembering.?

During the time of the Upanishads, the word airr..an stands for different
shades of meaning. It is considered as identical with the body which is
then the essence of exisrence.?

But soon this perishable body is understood as mortal md the seers uf
the Upanishads try to find out something subtler end higher than the

1· SB 1,,,,1, Sa yadeva manas a kimayata idam me syat idam kurviyeti sa eva
kratur atha yadasmi tat.

2· Air. Up. 3·2., ~3mjrianaD?-' [nansm , vijniinam, prainana_~. rncdh~, d!.s!i~, ~h~ti~.
marth, manjsa, J!:1ti!!. sm~ti~, sa~kalp.~, Kratuh, asuh, Kamah, v.,.~, sarvanvev a
etini'prajna~asya namad~ani.

3. en. Up.8·7·4., yeso'kfl)iputu~o d~8yate t~a atmeti; Tair. Up. 2.1.. Sa vii esa puru~ah
annar3umayal} ayamatma.
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body. In their enquiry, they declare "prana is the atman", as sense-organs
cannot work without it,4 and it is supertor to the body and the sense
organs on account of the psychological reason too. It is regarded as
immortal and the ultimate truth.' Prana is the substratum of the body.
In their further enquiry, they reach the third stage where they discover the
utility of consciousness functions in the body. This atman is declared then
as PrajTla. The Prajnatman, the receptacle of the psychological activities of
the sense organs is not perceived in deep-sleep or trance," Next the
atm3n is conceived as an active subject, as an essential seer in contrast with
the old role of prajria as a mere receptacle of all impressions. Atman, now
becomes the internal subject which moves freely from world to world.?
This l-ness has become the subject where, unlike the flower, it expresses
itself by the word 'I know'. This consciousness of I-ness (sa7!wit), there-
fore, implies the presence of a cognitive relation (grahana) between grahya
and grahaka. It is the peculiar illumination of jnana or awareness which
reveals the subject, the object and itself in an act of knowledge. Conscious-
ness cannot be reduced to terms other than itself. Atman as consciousness
(saf!1vit) has developed gradually. Citta is seen in animated beings. Among
animated beings, again, the atman has developed gradually, and in man
again, it has developed gradually, for, he is the most endowed with Prajna.
He knows, knew and would know. But in other animated beings only
hunger and thirst are a kind of awareness or understanding," This
psychology of the development of consciousness in man is accepted by the
full-fledged system of Vedanta. The Samkhya-Karika, like the Vedantists
believes in the existence of the conscious principle apart from the material
principle." Here, in the context of consciousness which is helpful in
analysing the aesthetic-activity, I am not dealing with the view of
nihilists who don't accept the existence of consciousness at all.

The phenomena of psychology are mind, senses, sense - objects,
(environment) perception, motivation, attitudes, feelings, thoughts,
sensation, impulses and attention which are instrumental in giving rise to the
aesthetic point of view. Through them the behaviour of a person can be
imagined in a psychological sense. First of all,I would deal with the mind
and its diferent activities in the aesthetic experience.

The mind corresponds to the Vedantic word antahkarana which has
four functions: 1. manas, the indecisive faculty of mind, i. bHddhi, the
decisive state which decides that this is a tree and not a man, 3. ahamkara

4· BT. Up. 3..•• 1.. Ch. Up. 5·16. yall pra~ena pri~iti sa ta asma sarvantarah.
5· BT. Up. 2·3·6., Prana val satyam te~iimesa satyan,:t.
6· K<!u~. Up. 3· .•·.•·19. yo vai pra~a~ ha prajna. ya va prajnil. 10 praJ;la. evameva esa

prajna itman idam sarfram anupravl~!a a lomebhya~ a nakhebhyah.
7· BT. Up. 4· 3·11 ff. Sa Iyate'm~to yatra kimam hiral1maya}:lpuru~ 31~ekaharn sah.
8· Air ATary.yaka 2·3· 2.• rasya ya atmanam iivi~taara vedasnute havirabbfiyah •.....
9· Samkhya.Karika 17. Sam hitapararthatvat trigunidiviparyavid adhisthi~it puruso

its bhoku;bhavit kaivilyirtham prav~tteica. ...
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the ego which acertains that 'I know', 4. citta, the storehouse of mental-states
which makes rememberance and reference possible. The 'mind' of Western
psychology is different from the 'mind-stuff' of Eastern psychology.
According to Vedanta, self-consciousness resides in the respective sense
organs, thinking and ideational activities of the arman. So introspection
and external observation include our empirical consciousness which is
known as mind-stuff. Things of the world are mind-made or phenomena I
in nature. Empirical consciousness constitutes the real individual.P and
includes the entire phenomenal world comprising mind and rnatter.!'
Empirical consciousness contains five sense perceptions and the mind-stuff.
Empirical consciousness and its world are dependant on each other for their
existence, and are known as prapanca,12 or illusion which can give the
parallel meaning of maya or cosmic-illusion. With the word prapanca and
antahkarana, another word sparsa should be taken to give the whole
meaning .. Sparsa can be used to signify any kind of impression but its
literal meaning is impact or touch. Impressiuns originate from the irnprrcr
of matter on the live organism (empirical consciousness)l3. The senses of
touch, taste and smell come into actual contact with the sense-organs. But
for the senses of seeing and hearing, for their logical explanation they are the
darkest chapter of aesthetics, which without any external contacts are
the most powerful instruments of tasting beauty, as they have the property
of generalisation." The theory of light corresponding to our seeing faculty
is also the darkest chapter of physics.

Newton's corpuscular theory of light was refuted by Huygen's
wave theory and then Einstein's quantum theory of light revived
Newton's theory supported by experiments: yet eventually 'light' found a
clear expression and synthesis in the 'dualistic' theory i.e., waves and particles
both. In the year 1928 Louis Brogly questioned that if radiation can
manifest itself as particles, why should not 'matter' behave as-radiation'
and that it does so was proved by experiments. It looks that our seeing and
hearing faculties, which have no direct contact with objects, are made of
the combination of light and sound respectively. The light and sound
energies are invisible, though their effects are perceived. Therefore, light
and sound must be in contact with the eye and the ear, but this contact is
subrle and invisible to us. We can express more through the Samkhya system
of philosophy, according to which, the whole world is made of the three
gu~as with thousands of variations and gradations. With reference to aesthe-

10. Mu~4, Up. III. 2· 7, Kar mani vijnanamaya~ea atma pare 'vyaye sarva ek ibh avant i
Pw~na. Up. bhidyete t3:sam namarupe purusa itveva m procyare.

11· Br. Up. 1·4; Ch. Up. VI, 3·2.; SuttanipCita 355·537·909. Mli~4, Up. 1·1·9. t asrn a
et ad brahma nama rupam anna m ca jayate.

12· MHnL Up. Y. 12,Y·17; Angultaranikayall. 162.
13· C~. u.P.2·22·3; 2·22·4. Kat'ha Up. I.Y·3 Sarve Spar~ah ~rtyor'atmana~,
14· Abh. Bh: 1·10 drsyaI)l Sral"ya .ca·', .. -ekavacanena Sarvasiidhar anatavaiva yadyo-

gyaf!i tacca Sp~~yadiri.ipa~ na bnavatidrs'yzsravyayoyostu bahutarpsadharanayopa-
pattlh:' .
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tics we can say that the senses of taste, smell and touch are the participants
in the ahamkara part of our mind-stuff (ahamkara is characterised by a
predominance of rajas-guna) while the seeing and hearing faculties are the
participants in the buddh(part of our 'mind-stuff' which is characterised by a
predominance of sattva-gu~a (the subtlest gur;a). Only the faculties of seeing
and hearing have played a great role in the perceptual aesthetics of fine
arts, as they have more, than the other three senses, a generalising capacity'>,
In broad terms, Patanjali has also divided all the world-objects into two-
drsta and anusravika (Yoga-Sutra 1.15) drstanusravika visaya. To elaborate
it' ·~ore, I would like to quote Prof. R: '13. Perry of 'Harvard and Mr.
Edwin B. Holt where they say that both mind and matter are composed
of a neutral stuff which, in isolation, is neither mental nor materlal.w
I admit this view regarding sensations of hearing and seeing which equally
belong to the mental-stuff (which has mind and matter both). Should we
admit that the faculties of hearing and seeing are not psychical phenomena?
To define psychical phenomena, we have to ascertain that they are
phenomena which intentionally contain objects in themselves." The
faculties of seeing and hearing certainly have objects. But due to
their satlt'ic nature, they predominantly work over the act of thinl~ing rather
than on the content of a thought. The act of thinking can be understood
as the same kind of consciousness as the empirical consciousness. Even
scientifically, light is invisible, it is only the effect of light which falls on
an object as a stimulus and then is noticed by our nerve centre of
the brain and subsequently communicated to our sense of seeing, which
makes an image on the retina of our eye. According to Western psychol-
ogists, the mind is passive. They do not tell us how continuous and
succesive sensations received from the same object are unified in the mind
that is passive. But the mind-staff of Indian psychology is different
from the Western mind because of its dynamic principle of consciousness.
Vacaspati holds that pure consciousness (alma) is manifested when limited
in the condition of Hval8 (individual-consciousness). Mind or antahkarana
gets its power by association with the self. Individual consciousness do~s
not possess the dual character of jnatr and jne)'aI9• These are the character of
ahamkara a part of mind-stuff, which is the object of self-consciousness.
According to ad~'aita--Vedanta, consciousness is of two types: 1, Nirupadhika,
2. Sopadhika. Jnat~tva (objectivity) belongs to the latter consciousness
which is a modification of avidya. According to Samkhya- Yoga, ordinary
perception takes place as the transcendental buddhi goes out to the object
through the channels of the sense organs and assumes the form of the

15· Supra. f·n. No. 14.
16· The concept of Consciousness. (Geo. Allen & Co. 1914.) p. 52.
17· Psychologic Yom Empirjsch~n StandpunKte Vol. I. 1874.p· 115 Brentano.
18· Bhamati 1·1·1 Jivohi cidatmataya svayam-praka;ataya avisavopvcpadhikena rupet;ta

visaya iti .bhava~.
19. Vi"orary1 Prameya Samgraha Vidyaranya . p. 53.
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objects, but the manifestation of the object. is performed only when the:
reflection of the self (pul'usa) is cast upon the unconscious buddhi which ill

modified in the form of object. Thus Self (purHsa) knows an external
object only through the mental modification on which it casts its reflecti-
on.20 Vijnanabhiksu thinks that there is also a mutual reflection of the self
on the buddhi and of the reflected buddhi on the self. It is through thie
double reflection that the self comes to know the external obiects."

Now I would deal with the question of "What is the process of
perception and what is the role of the mind therein"? I am, here,
quoting the views of the principal systems of Indian Philosophy about the
process of perception.

Vedanta:- From ephemeral to non-ephemeral there is a continuous
chain of ascendance and each preceding factor is the cause of the
following. As from sensesto mind and mind to consciousness one gets
transformed to a higher cause. Ideas of reflection (sparsa of mana) are follow-
ed by the ideas of sensation(sparsa of indriyas) as a result of mental and
external stimuli.

Samkhya ;- Sense-organs are not material and they are made of
psychic-factors that go out towards their objects. They come in
contact with their objects by means of their V~ttis (prapyakiiriJ.

Nyaya and Vaisesi/,a:- The bases (adhi~.thana) of the sense-organs
are material, but the sensescome into contact with their objects, either by
going out towards them or by the objects themselves coming and striking
the sense-organs.

Mimamsists ;- There is a faculty (saktj) abiding in the physical
bases of the sense-organs.

Buddhists :- No psychic-factor, no vrttis either, but sense-organs are
composed of matter, hence, they are prapy~kari. Senses of taste, smell and
touch, because of immediate contact, are known as praPyakari and sight and
hearing, because of the absence of any direct contact are known as
aPrapyakari.

Western psychologistsuse the word <consciousness' as awareness or
perception and unconsciousnessastalk of awarencssand perception. For mind
also, they have confused concept. Mind means the place in which thought,
reason, imagination and all the other mental activities exist and it is one
of the essences. Other Western philosophers defined the mind as being
made of no material, needing no space to exist, and as being pure spirit.

20. Tattllallaisaradi (Vacaspatt Mishra) mentioned in Yoga-bha~ya 1·7 2.17·10.
21. Yoga-Varttika 1'4·3·35 Br. Up. sat;lkara bhay~a 2·1·19. Yathi hi kevalo takta~

sphattko lakllyate janaih. ranjakidyopidhincna tadvat pa.raJ!laputu.a~.
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It is closely related to the commonly accepted definition of the word
'soul '. Western philosophers have often used the two words mind and
soul interchangeably. So long as psychology (in Greek the word psyche
means soul) was a branch of philosophy, it could be study of mind defined
as soul. When psychology became a natural science in the latter part of
the 19th century, it became apparent that a new word was needed to
express what psychology studies. At first, the word consciousness replaced
the word' mind', and it, in turn, was replaced by the word 'behaviour '.
Psychologists do study the various mental activities such as thinking,
reasoning, imagining and feeling because these activities can be observed
either directly or indirectly in the behaviour of the individual.t!

The process of perception certainly contains in it the conscious
principle of mind-stuff with which tuivaitic - theory of bimba-PratibimbatJ~
(Ida and the limitation theory (avacchecla-t·ada) arc performed. But the
third theory of Vedanta and Sa nikhya, that is, rajaputrat!at upaddat or as the
son of Kunti was known as the son of Radhe or as the prince of the royal
family brought up in a low caste family, mistook himself to be a low-caste
man, so does the Brahman through his own nescience assume limitations
and is later released by his own discriminative knowledge." The theory
of rajaPutramt tat uPadesat which is caused by maya or £widya or prakrti can
be given an equal footing with the oedipus complex of Freud.' This
complex is also taken from Sophocles' Greek tragedy where a king's son
through ignorance killed his father and unknowingly married his own
mother and produced four chjldren.t" Oedipus was separated by his
father in his childhood due to the prophecy that he would be killed by his
own son. He was brought up by three foster parents, the last was the king.
The ignorance of Oedipus has been taken by Freud as a complex where
he tried to show that the opposite sexes have inborn oedipal attachment
for their opposite parent. He reduced all his theory of unconscious mind,
libido, repression, transference including O::dipus-complex only to sex energy.
The Samkhya- Vedanta concepts of rajaputravat tat upadesat and kaunteyasya
eva radheyaeva vad which show the relationship of the soul with the
empirical world, differ from the concept of oedipus-complex, only due to
the realisation of reality till ignorance lasts.

In Oedipus-complex, ignorance did not shatter and it ended in
tragedy where Oedipus blinded himself, and his mother [acosta hung
herself. If it could be a complex, as Freud said, even after coming to

22· Psychology. Underst<1nding haman b~havio"r. Ch aprna n Harold Martin nnd
ethers, McGraw Hill Book Co. 1958. p. 170-71.

23· SiddhZlntalei:r.Samgraha·Jillesvara-Svarupa.Nirupanam, Appaya Dikshit p. 158;
Samkhya.Sutra 6· 27-28; Yoga.Surra, 1·4·7 n·20; IV· 22; Sal]1 khya-karikii 62:--
Tasman na badhvateddha na mucyate nap i Sarns-ar at i k ascir. Sarnsarart badhyar e
mucvare ca nanasra}:l pt akr t ih.

24· Psychology for the class room, Strom Robert D., p. 362, Englewood Cliff, New
Jersey. USA.
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know that they were son and mother, husband and wife, they should
have lived without a feeling of guilt. But it was the ignorance and not the
complex. But in Indian psychology, introspection of the self should be done
and ignorance should be shattered before any wrong action lends to a tragedy
in life. The Yama-)'am i dialogue in the Rg. Veda showed the achievement of
the end after warding of the wrong doing, Throughout Sanskrit litera-
ture, we would find that the end has been accomplished, as a rule, by
extracting and developing the metaphysical principles implicit in the
psychological teachings and techniques. The concept of sorrow or tragedy
is eradicated in Indian aesthetics as a non-aesthetic achievement. As
happiness contains the generalising property (SCidharary,ya-dharma) in it,
there is always a purposeful motive in our art-forms. Indian aesthetics
does not go by impulsive actions, but it is led by purposeful motivations.
To enlighten the mind is the foremost purpose of Indian art and it is
always followed by a sense of propriety.P When I say purposeful
motivation, it means that this motive gives importance to the beauty of
the society rather than to an individual's happiness as an end. We always
try to gain some measure of group-approval through doing something
which would bring us recognition from the other members of our group.
This gives rise to the slogan that art is for other's sake, and not for the
sake of itself. In order to live together in harmony, we must reach some
agreement in art concerning what is to be valued or despised. This does
not mean that each individual in the group must value everything exactly
as everyone else does, but only that, everyone must agree in general to a
system of aesthetic values. Aesthetic-value in the art-form should be
appealing to all who are consensually participating as connoisseurs.v In,
the system of values, the concept of universal plays a great role.
Universal is the concept which may be shared by many particulars.
When I say connoisseur in the context of aesthetics, it implies
the universal of Indian aesthetic experiences recognised as an
aesthetic-value. A difference of opinion about a particular idea,
colour, form, emotion" or a thing is a topic of considerable interest in the
understanding of human behaviour and its impact on aesthetics.
Difference statistically lies sometimes in the degree of measurements, in
the mean between the two extremes-" in the intelligence, in the physical
ability, in the efficiency of work. Because of these differences due to

25· 8ui:ranl£i., IV-4- 102-103; BNS., 14·68; DII1J. AlII - Aucitviid r te nanyad rasa-
bhangasva karanam

26· Uttarariimacarita; III 13 druvj bhirtapr emna.
27' Difference in thought and emotions gave the concept of synthesiaed entity of

ardhanarjs vara, Siva-Ptlranc(, Rudra Samhit a, 49·17 ardhanar 1'svar arn bh anu
bhanu KO~lsataprabham, . .

23· Difference in the mean between the two extremes; degree of measurement
and interest with, respective cxamp les: M. Bh, Sabha Parva, 65.33 naiva hrsva
na rnahar]" na krsa natirchi?i nilakun::itakeH ca taya divyamyaham tva',a of
Abhmayadarpana 26 Nandikcsv.ir a. Vi,nudharmoftara PUrana ch. 41.11 Rkham
pra8ansa~tyaca:ya vart ana-n ca vicaksn!)~·h. Striyo bhus a~am icchanti varjiadhvarn
itare janah. .
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some reason or the other, as mentioned above, aesthetic experiences vary
from one man, society or culture or a nation to another man, another
society, another culture or another nation. Furthermore, the difference lies
in the intelligence of different poets.?? Some give a good picture of the
persent (M~cchaka~ika) some are efficient in showing the past and its history
of thought-system (RarnCiya~a) and some express future incidents
rMahCibhclHua). And even more than that tnere are a few who give
everything of the present, past and future. (Kalidasa; ~(!lsa7nhara,
Raghuvanlsa and ShCikuntalam). The psychological activities of such poets
includes intelligence (mati) memory (sm~tij, and intuition (prajnaj in
their totality. Memory is retained in the citta of antahbrana. The synonym
of citta is buddhi. Memory stays in four of the V,:ttis as mentioned in
Yaga-Sutra 1.6. Patanjali has defined memory as (Y aga-Surra) 1.2.
Whatever experiences are received through cognition of the objects when
cognised through Evidence, Misconception and Fancy, they remain in citra
in the form of impressions (5amskaram Cibharate), or according to N),aya,
Samskaramatrajanyam jnanam srnrti. The field of memory is very vast
as 'illustrated by the following' table;

I
WAKING STATE

Pramci!la Viparya')'a
Vikalpa abhavitasmar

-t(wya

j
DREAM

bha\litasmarta\lya
i.e., sm~tyabhasa

tamasi/w, rajasika,
sattvika experience of

recollection.

For the meaning of intelligence again we have to take refuge in the
concept of antahkarana, where the role of manas is important with the
cooperation of 'the ten faculties (5 jnanendriyas and 5 karmend,·iyas). Manas
is activated in the gross-body and waking state of consciousness. Memory
is the reaction of the two states of consciousness i.e., waking and
dreaming and their functions in the gross as well as subtle-world, Here,
jivli'tma enjoys the experiences of the subtle world in seven subtle places
through 19 subtle outlets." Here, man becomes introvert and enjoys the
subtle world in the form of thought. The individual soul functions even

29· Difference in the efficiency gave rise to the kind of./ poets and artists in the
art-world. Kauya-Mimamla, Rajashekhara. IV, ::;i~ye pratibba dvidhsm
sisyarnacak~ate yaduta bu~dimanaharya-budd~is 5,a. y!sYa nisargatah sa>tramanud~·
havati buddhi~ sa buddhlrnana~. yasya ca SastrabhyasaJ:!. samskurute buddhimasa-
vaharva bu ddbih tridha ca sa smrtir matib pranjeti, _at ikr ant asyart hasya smarti
smrtih. Varttarnanasya mantri matih anagatasya ptajnatri prajnet t.

MandiikKya-Up. 4· saptanga~, ekonavimsatimukh~1"!, •• , Va'~,'an~rah pr atharna],
pada h.

30·
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in the sleeping state through prctjJ~(i. !\aj':~'J means 1JHli<:rsien:! aj;'tah, i.e.,
complete ignorance. During this stat c, t he gross boly becomes absolutely,
inert; so that it looks like dead. ]iv:~,m,i, here breaks relation with the
gross body and the subtle body. Her c, h'(t;~Lt experiences only consciou-
sness, void of any pairs of opposites. Here, in i),;(ij~l"(' the preparation for
concentration is worked out. As right knowledge (praina) comes from
spiritual clearness>', here, a creative writer can gli:llpse consciousness in it,
totality (Pa)"c;r:l"?1ililci si"ccij and cannot go astray through mid)'u.
(arthabiyCikj,·,:rJ. Eternal values in the arts and its metaphysical aesthetic
activities are projected only in this state. In a way, we can say, that
b2'L~([Y is a jottrn:y on t!l~ high way of our consciousness and as the artist of any
cr~,!:il,e ((yt fmJCsds 0:1 his jo urney, h~ experi.:n':es the mOHnting joy of beauty tilt
it~ reach~s the end of the road t:;n.icll is difficti [t to tra1'CTSe, because of its
in1rnt:'Clsl{rable height.

In the characterisation of behaviour of any personality, the behaviour
cycle work; in art and aesthetic activity. I have to explain here, the word
<pe rsonality ' and 'behaviour cycle' with reference to modern psychology,
and their impact on modern aesthetics. \X1herc; a series of actions constituting
rnental=occur cncc of anv kind; sens.ition, images, belief or emotion are
continuing un less interrupted; until some more or less definite state
of affaii',; is r ealiscd Is kuown as 'bdYeViuur cycle'. The property of causing
surh a cycle is caned' discorntort ' and the pr opertv of mental occurences
in which the cycle ends is called pleasure. This mental 'discomfort' is
called 'desire '. The cycle ends in::o. condition of quiescence of desire
which is the purpose of the cycle.

For personal.tv, let me trace the history of the term. The word
, personality' probably comes tr.,:,n th~ Latin word per and sonare, the
combined meaning of which is 'to sound through'. Originally, it means
an actor's mask through which the sound of his voice was projected.
Later on, it meant the fal~e appearance which the mask created. Still later,
it began to give the meaning of the qualities of the character in the drama.
So, 'personality' originallv signified the aesthetic accessory rather than
an object of psvcho-ruialysis. Psychologicnlly, it refers primarily to the organi-
sation of the inter-related traits and other aspects of the behaviour of an
individual which evolve around the behaviour -cvc!c, Wlwn we speak of a
personalitv-trn .t, we mean a deps)c:lble way or thinking, feeling and
responding or ~~o Stagner b23 put itJ2, a genera;i~ed tendency to evalu-
ate s.tuatior.s in a predictable manner and to act accordingly.

Intelligence (abili ty to learn, to make good judgement, to bring together
many facts and derive a conclusion), appearance and impression, health,

31· Yoga-Stttra. 1·48 Rt hambhara t at ra pr~.ina,
32· Ross, Sr agncr , Psychology of Personality, 2nd Ed., McGraw Hill Co., New

York, USA, 1948.p· 143.
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size, weight, and body build, attitudes towards others (for self-defence and
self-enhancement), knowledge (informatlon of all sorts), skills, values,
emotional tones aud control, roles (as a member uf several groups, we have
different positions and roles)----these are the personality traits in
evaluating the character of any art form. Through language, colour, stone
and notes of music, the artist communicates these personality-traits with
the outer and inner understanding and the knowledge and skill relevant
to the particular art. An artist has to be an extrovert, an introvert and
ambivert in accomplishing the work of art. Art is nothing more than a
pleasing communication of pleasing things. That is the sum of the persona-
lity traits of an artist. The temperament and behaviour of an artist would
influence his art work also. How he defends himself and how he enhances his
self, reflects on his artistic accomplishment also. In all the art forms, an
artist defends himself by restntctu,·ing his self. He often gives himself desirable
characteristics through depicting his own character, which he really does
not have. Sometimes for self-justification, he uses false reasoning or we
can say he emoricnalises his reason, which is the act of self defence as in
the Case of sour grapes to the fox. An artist is not supposed to be a saint
but s,1cha33 and where he is capable of projecting the attributes of his own
unworthy impulses or motive to his characrers of the composition, he should
do so. A great example of sainthood, wickedness is shown in IVfrcchakatika
by Sudraka through self projection where he depicts the character of sheep
and acts himself as a wolf in sheep's clothing in different characters of the
play. Regression is also a method of self defence in the work of an artist.
The whole of the Meghadtita has shown the reaction of the regression as a
mechanism of self-defence, where the Vasana of Yaksa has played a great role
to show his un-fulfilled love-feeling through the message of the clouds.
Self-defence and self-enhancernenr in tbe form of compensation also has
a great role in the 8-'csthct:c ar tivitv of India. Shakuntala being abandoned
by Du syanta has fulfilled her love tlrrough producing Bharata in the
vicinity' of the jungle. SIt;i when ;'ccepted by Rr:ma from the harem of
Ravana, again was thrown to t he jungle and she gave birth to her twin
sons, . The law of compensation can be well traced in the aesthetic-theory
of bhoga and )'oga where we sacrifice for others by reaching our own
greatest usefulness and eve ntually our own greatest happiness. If we
identify with something outside ourselves and really work for it, we find
the greatest satisfaction of life. The hedon;~t;c par.;;dox of psychology is
refuted here. A: man cannot be humanised without the ethical values
which are compensatory to his behaviour, the aesthetic theory of kanma
or compassion has its source in the psychology of defence mechanism 'of
compensauon.

Another method of self defence is sublimation, which has been
achieved in all the great art of Indan aesthetics. As Freud employed

33· Kama··Sutra V.6.2·50-52.
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the term, it refers to a situation in which we take the energy of an
anti-social and disapproved urge and re-direct it into a socially approved
channel which is mentioned by Rajashekhara also in his Kavya-Mfmansa.34

The classification of hero-types into dhirodatta etc. by the aesthet icians of
India has been done by psychological sublimation.

In svagatakathana of Sanskrit dramas, we often see that the dramatist
wants to conceal something opposite through the device of svagarakarhana
than what he exposes to the audience. It is known in psychology as
reaction formation device of self-defence. Inrroiecnou as a method of self-
defence has a role in the concept of morality which is bitter and resentful
to our taste. But, through artful depiction, an artist introjects these conce-
pts of morality in the mind of the readers in such a way that they think
them to make them their own. Panca-tantra and Hitopadda are the
examples for the defence of introjection by their seasoned writers. Art in
India has played a great role in the national life of an individual and the
moral laws are introjected in the Indian aesthetic-activity so much that
ethical values are identified as aesthetic-values in Sanskrit aesthetics.

In dealing with emotion and feeling as a personality-trait of an artist,
I have to take antahkarana and its four-fold activities. Indians,
recognised three great divisi~ns of mental-phenomena which are typified
with knowledge, desire and feeling. If 1 make a chart of Kant's definition
along with the line of anta~karal:a, it would be like this;

A+B+C=Mental-
Phenomena A
(KANT)

--.....---...-...--.-------.~~.-~~~~--~-~---,-

I I
I 1 Buddhi
!--> KnowledgeJ 1 _

D
Manas
Perception

I
~ Mind-Stuff

I t

B Aham/,ara 1_-> I citra

I_~_e_el~~g_,_d_e_sir_',_ _' <--I T~nking_. __ C

A + B, B+C, C+ B, + A + D = Mind-stuff (Indian Philosophy).

The word cilta of antaHarana is different from the citra as pure
consciousness which is bodha .. The modes of thinking which receive the
sensational (manas) from the external stimuli are again modified in the

34· Kavya-Mi·main·a: X·3·p·133 (Chowkhamba-1964). Janlyalloka,iimmaty"m kavih
kutra mameti ca asammatam par ihatenrnate , bhiriivej ata ca. .
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form of certain desires and feeling (egoity or ahar.nkara) when they are ill
contact with prior sari1Skaras. When the innumerable travellers in the
form of mental-occurences or impressions (samskarasJ roaming in the
road of citta, with the help of manas through perception, come in
contact with external stimuli (objects), the corresponding samskaras select
their counter-feelings from the external objects and enliven themselves
with double-force and become emotions with the purposeful desire.
Knowing thoroughly this metaphysical explanation.P Sanskrit aesthetic-
ians very sophisticatedly propounded the theory of rasa based on slhaylbh·
ava (latent impression) and made the psychological divisions of rasas based
on permanent moods and transitory emotions as such.36 There are innume-
rable unconscious influences in our creation and appreciation of art
due to the experiences of the past which we have forgotten and still are
lying in the form of seeds. As they are sprinkled with the water of external
stimuli, they are at once recalled and recognised with a feeling of acqua-
intance and thus are delighted in this harmony. Therefore, forgetfulness
and memory playa great role in the reconstruction of art images and
their appreciation. Forgotten sams/<aras are like the old acquaintances;
when they meet the new acquaintances with the old traits of their own,
they are enlivened and delighted because of memory of familiaritv.v Not
only this, few enlivened Samskaras become stronger urges during this
process in the time of art-activity, and an artist adds those urges to his
present desires, as salt to the injury. Then he feverishly longs to attain
honour, power, riches, fame and love of a woman. Owing to the incapa-
bility of achieving them pragmatically, he transfers all his wishes to the
creation of beautiful things of art and subsequently, is comforted by
this act, and makes others also comfortable and reap their gratitude and
admiration. The same idea is given by Freud also but only for the
selective activity of sex-urge and its sublimation in the art form.38 The
concept of consciousness and unconsciousness of Freud is refuted by
John B. Watson in favour of the Indian concept of samskaras. He calls
consciousness as present and unconsciousness as past and finds a biological
basis for the unfulfilled wishes where he says that our ordinary habits quo
ench those habits and instinctive tendencies which belong largely in the
past.'?

35· Kavya-mimarit,a v . LL 8. ff Sask ma ro hi sarvasva gun srn urk arsnyati.
36· Bharata natya-~a:itra VI. Vibhavanubhavavyabhicar'samyogiid ras~ni~pattih. Ibid'

VII. 122. p. 379. evam ere kavyaras'abhivyaktihetava h~konapa~cas-\dbhnvah.
37· Yoga-Su:ra I. 49. t ajj ass amk.aro "nyasarnk ara - that is the state during the r is iing of

Knowledge - but opposite traits of Sarnskarrs would be useful for the present
purpose. and BNS IV' 4· Sukhaduhkhalikairbhavaibhavastad· bh avabhavunern .

.33· Frcul h:r:J1It:tory lectures on psycho-analysis. p. 314.
39· 'The psychology of wish fulfilment' The Scientific monthly Nov. 1916, p. 483.
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Though these art-forms belong to the poet as an individual, our
attitudes towards beauty is essentially disinterested; we are as if, lost in
admiration of it.40

The forgetfulness of the past (of this and other lives in the rebirth
process) has put a riddle before philosophy as well as before aesthetics.
That is why Buddha all through his gospels in his teaching emphasises
again and again the importance of slll1:ti or mindfulness.

Right sm rti is the entrance to the light of the faith and the bodhisattva
does not pay attention to anything that is adverse to it.41 One title for
Buddha is amusita-smrti, one whose smrti never disappears.f A bodhisattva
never loses srnru, and so is never distracted in mind.f It purifies
buddhi, gives constancy and consistency to his thoughts and helps him to
keep the doctrine in his mind.t" So much for smrti in general. The Buddhist
philosophers devised the special formula of the 'four fields of mindfulness
(sm~ti). Sm~ti should be applied to: 1. Kaya, 2. ~'edana (feeling), 3. citta
(thoughts) and 4. dharma (phenomena)." Asvaghosa and Vasubandhu
say that these four meditations (smrti) are antidotes to four ,,·i.baryasas
(perversionsj." Viparyasas of Buddl;ism can be equated with the concept
of Avidya of Yoga-Sutra (11.5) anityasllcidukhenatmaslt nitya-"ucisul,hatmakh-
yati cwidya.

Judging all the interpretations about smrti in Buddhist literature, I
came to the conclusion that the incessant mi'ndfulness without primitive
lethargy could be useful in spiritual attainment, where the spiritualist like a
prophet could predict the flux of time and its events into one unity. But
for aesthetics this forgetfulness (latent impressions) has proved to be an
outcome of a variety of beautiful thoughts and feelings when aroused by
present stimuli of memory. Avidya, ma)'(i and prabti and vimarsa-all
these cosmic powers of illusion are helpful in advancing' us to spiritual and
aest het.ic -act ivit ies.C Forgetfulness and memory, though paradoxical, are
the fundamental principles of Indian aesthetics. Aroused by memory,

'10· Siihirya-dmpana. Visvanatha, XII. 13, par asva n a parasyet i marncr i na mameti err
radasvade v ibhavade h paricchedo na vidvat e (the disinterested at ti tube is
elaborately discussed under the title 'Psychical disr anc e' by Edward Bullough in his
article in the 'Er it airr's Journal of Psyche' 5. 1912.

41· Lalita-Viswra 34·15·239·2
42· Ibid. 434·16.
43· AHa-5(i,ltasri~(i.Pri.Ljna 'pa'amita 326·7 MITRA R, Calcutta, 1888.
44· Daslbhu.nil,a !u~ra 8·6, 42.15,4'1·18. RAHDER, Paris, 1926.
'15· Maha ·t'yutpatti XXXUI. p. 73.(ed. Sakak i, Kyoto, 1928.) Dlwrma-s(,mgraha, XI V,

p·9, Max Muller. Oxford. 1885.
46· Saund",cnanda XVII. 25; Mal-,a)'artmutralarirkara. 140· 24.
47· Aryadeva Catll~Satakam. Cit tavi su ddhtpr ak ar as na, II. 37; II 40. tr by

Maha Mahoupadhyaya Vidhusekhara Bhattacarya from Bbc ra language
to Sans krit i- Kar najjalam iul eria iva Ka nt akenai va kantakam, ragenaive
t athii rajumu ddb aranr i marnsne h. Moreover lohapinao ja le kSirto rnaj j atycva t u
kcva!,m patrj kr r arn tade vauyr m t araye ta t ar at i sv ayam,
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this primitive forgetfulness (sa mskaras) in the present reference becomes
renewed, leaving all its old traits of quality, and emotions arise.
All emotions have four aspects which may be analysed and investigated.
Modern psychology divides emotional experiences into four. We have to
appreciate the common sense of the theoreticians of Sanskrit aesthetics,
who, long ago, were aware of the four divisions of emotions in dance
and drama, which are based on emotional expressions." The following
diagram reflects the parallelism between the West and East as far as
emotional expressions are concerned.

EMOTIONAL EXPRESSIONS

WEST

1· Personal emotional experience
described verbally

2· Bodily changes occur during
emotions such as blood pressure,
pulse and breathing.

3· Behaviour of an emotional
person-how he acts and what
he does.

4· Motivation-for an emotional
organism is also a goal-directed
one.

EAST

1· Verbal" expressions and Vaci-
kabhina)·a.

2. Satt~'ikaSO-gesture with physio-
psychical change.

3. Physical gestures.>' (whole of
Abhina)'adarpana) is devoted to
this gesture and its utilisation
in Indian dances.P

4· Dressing one se1£53 with
ornaments and beautiful cloth-
ing. The external aspect of
personality to arouse emotions
in the spectators.

48· BNS VI. 23; VIII. 10. and Abhinaya-dar/Jana, 38. Cairola Allahabad, 1967.
49· Abhinayu.darparya. 48, Ibid v aca vf racitah kavvana t akadi tu vaciks h
50· Ibid 40·41 Stambhah svedambu romancah svarabhango' t ha vepat huh Vaivar

nyamasru pralaya itvas tau [attt'i1-iih srnrt ah.
51· Ibid 42. tutrangiko' n;:apratyan~opangaistraidha pr ck asl t ah. ; ngany arr a siro has ran

vaksah parsva'.l katitata padav [ti

52- Ibid. 43·326.
53 - Ibid_ 39. "har)'o h ar akevur ave sadibhir al. mkr tah.
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All the rases in Sanskrit dramas are represented by these four types
of gestures. These are different in illustrating an individual rasa. This
emotional development which is evolved in getting the aesthetic-experie-
nce of each rasa (mood) is the full-fledged advancement of the theory on
aesthetic emotions, which are yet to be touched by the Western psycholo-
gists with their proper sequences. It is difficult to elucidate all the aspects
of psychology in a small paper like this, One can devote at least five
treatises to describe the role of psychology in Indian aesthetics. I have
left. here, the psychological theory of colour which can elaborately be
compared again with the rasa theory or Indian aesthetics.f

PAD:'IA SUDHl

54· BNS. VI. 42-43. syamo bhavati srngarah sito hasvah prakjrtitah kapotJI.,
karun rgca iva . .rakto raudrah pr ak'[rt it a h gauro v[r a tu v'ineynh Krsn ssca.v»
bha'ianaka~ njlavntn15 tu bibhatsa4 pitog caivodabhut smrtah


